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Mary Long Chocolate Cake

1 3/4 cups all-purpose flour

2 cups white sugar

3/4 cup unsweetened cocoa powder

2 teaspoons baking soda

1 teaspoon baking powder

1 cup buttermilk

 1 teaspoon vanilla extract

 . . .
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ASCII

plain text

Unicode ? !

<html>





The 
Clock of the 
Long Now 
Project
http://longnow.org/



imagine a 
giant 

clock...
HERE
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Lesson #1:
Don’t mistake the 

abstraction for the 
real thing







And then we take the TPS reports 
and place a cover sheet on them. We used to 

use red covers, but the blue ones work better. The 
TPS report was tough because of the table structure 
in the data warehouse. We had to denormalize some 
of the columns and create some special indexes to 

get the performance fast enough because the  
CEO said he needs to TPS reports (with 

cover) by 9 AM...





night auditor 
responsibilities
 daily accounting
 late checkins
 help with guests
 don’t get drunk
 don’t sleep



now with electricity added!



Craptaculous Suites

Prev. Bal:          0.00
Room Chg:          89.00
Tax:                9.79
New Balance:       98.79



∑ keys

∆ prev/new 
balances

==



Craptaculous Suites

Prev. Bal:          0.00
Room Chg:          89.00
Tax:                9.79
New Balance:       98.79
Prev. Bal:         98.79

Gift Shop:          2.55

New Balance:      101.34



Craptaculous Suites

Prev. Bal:          0.00
Room Chg:          89.00
Tax:                9.79
New Balance:       98.79
Prev. Bal:         89.79

Gift Shop:          2.55

New Balance:       92.34

89.79



Craptaculous Suites

Prev. Bal:          0.00
Room Chg:          89.00
Tax:                9.79
New Balance:       98.79
Prev. Bal:         98.79

Gift Shop:          2.55

New Balance:      101.34New Balance:       98.79

Gift Shop:          2.55
Gift Shop:          2.55

Prev. Bal:          0.00
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no locking

NO LOCKING?!?

NO LOCKING?!?NO LOCKING?!?
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Lesson #1:
Don’t mistake the 

abstraction for the 
real thing.



stateless stateful

simple complex
essential & accidental

single 
threaded

concurrency 
hell







Lesson #2:
Once internalized, 
abstractions are 
hard to shake off.







Lesson #3:
Abstractions are 

both walls & 
prisons.



OutbreakOutlook GMail

vs.





#mammal #layseggs #leftovary





?!? ?!??!?
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Lesson #4:
Don’t name things 

that expose 
underlying details.









Lesson #3:
Abstractions are 

both walls & 
prisons.





*



Lesson #2:
Once internalized, 
abstractions are 
hard to shake off



rocks! sucks!

rocks!

rocks!

sucks!

sucks!

suck/rock 
dichotomy



blub paradox

Cobol

BASIC
Pascal

Blub

C#

Python

Ruby

Lisp





language
abstractions



draw()

Point2D

draw()
getZ()

Point3D

draw() λ
. . . λ

draw()

getZ() λ

coupling technique





instance check
typecast

equality check



violates
symmetry

“x.equals(y)must return true if and 
only if y.equals(x) returns true”



violates
transitivity

“if x.equals(y)returns true and 
y.equals(z) returns true, then 
x.equals(z) must return true”



“There is no way to 
extend an instantiable 
class and add a value 
component while 
preserving the equals 
contract, unless you are 
willing to forgo the 
benefits of object-
oriented abstraction.”



object-oriented 
programming

object-   
  progr

ori
ent

ed 

amm
ing
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Lesson #5:
Your abstraction 

isn’t perfect.



draw()

Point2D

draw()
getZ()

Point3D

draw() λ
. . . λ

draw()

getZ() λ

polymorphic dispatch

keyed on type



clojure 
multimethods

configurable
polymorphic
dispatch



disambiguation



protocols



inheritance mixin



rigidity



SQL no 
SQL



SOA REST
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Lesson #6:
Understand the 
implications of 

rigidity





“All non-trivial 
abstractions, to some 
degree, are leaky.”

Joel Spolsky



“some leak in better 
ways than others”

“the best abstractions 
leak intentionally, in 
carefully chosen ways”

Glenn Vanderburg



onionskin API
high-level abstraction 
built on top of a (well 
documented) lower-level 

API



Rails ActiveRecord

vendor agnostic database connections and facilities

query =>object instances

SQL fragments composed into SELECT statements

queries as high-level relational algebra methods

query instances of particular classes with associations



Tutorials

all non-trivial 
applications



Lesson #7
Good APIs are not merely 
high-level or low-level; 
they're both at once.



80% is easy to 
cleanly abstract

20% very complex



Lesson #8:
Generalize the 80% 

cases; get out of the 
way for the rest.



lpstr
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Lesson #4:
Don’t name things 

that expose 
underlying details.



Lesson #6:
Understand the 
implications of 

rigidity



Galileo



moon
earth Venus sun Mars





MavenMavenMavenMaven



“Maven builds are an 
infinite cycle of despair 
that will slowly drag you 
into the deepest, darkest 
pits of hell (where Maven 

itself was forged).”

http://kent.spillner.org/blog/
work/2009/11/14/java-build-tools.html



composable contextual

PowerShell

Rake  Gant

languages frameworks



< implicit behavior

> “out of the box”

< flexibility

> flexible

> eventual power

> contextual intelligence

> building blocks

< initial power

context isn’t all bad

> context

composable



the next 10%             possible but difficult

for tool X:

80% of what user wants          fast & easy

users want 100% of what they want

the last 10%               impossible

Dietzler’s Law



you can’t have both

always start with easiest

at some point, you must switch 
to something more powerful

this is a hard decision!

how do you replace something 
seemingly useful?

choosing





the 1 true 
abstraction?

composability



==



Lesson #9:
Understand 1 level 
below your usual 

abstraction.



understand your 
abstractions



understand 1 level 
below your 

abstractions



don’t hate...
learn & understand



don’t be distracted 
by your abstractions



go  home



thanks for 
coming
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